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Abstract

Web search engines have become an indispensable part of the modern world,

being the main source of information. To improve user experience, search engines

use complex algorithms to personalize search results for individuals. Yet, users do

not receive any explanation about how such personalization is done. In addition,

concerns were expressed about the filter bubble effect, where personalized algo-

rithms, as a rule, do not provide certain users with information that they consider

irrelevant. This issue is particularly relevant in relation to health queries, for which

it is vital to provide unbiased, accurate and fair search results for everyone.

Prior research have mostly reported web search personalization based on user

location and login status. In this paper, we conduct an audit of the personaliza-

tion in Google Search using set of health-related queries and interactive simulated

users (ISU). Specifically, we developed a methodology in which browser profiles

with fresh Google Accounts, first, search for given period of time the same health

queries and then interact with the SERP in order to create particular web brows-

ing history that reflects their controlled preferences for readability, Health On the

Net (HON) certification or publication date of the website and, second, execute

identical health oriented searches along with the profile without any search history.

Comparing such search results, we observe some personalization based on nav-

igation history from the browser and search history from the search engine. How-

ever, we are not able to find that such personalization is consistent with the ex-

pected results for a specific user.
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Résumé

Les moteurs de recherche sur le Web sont l’une des sources principales d’in-

formation du monde moderne, ils ont une place prépondérante dans notre vie quo-

tidienne. Pour améliorer l’expérience de l’utilisateur, des algorithmes complexes

sont utilisés pour personnaliser les résultats, mais l’utilisateur final n’a aucune ex-

plication fournie sur la personnalisation effectuée par le moteur. En conséquence,

des préoccupations ont été exprimées sur les filter bubbles (bulles de filtre), c’est-

à-dire le fait que les algorithmes de personnalisation, par définition, choisissent de

ne pas présenter des informations qu’il suppose non-pertinentes aux utilisateurs.

Cela soulève un problème critique dans le cas de requêtes utilisateurs portant sur

la santé car, même si le moteur se base sur le profil des utilisateurs, les algorithmes

doivent être capables de fournir des informations impartiales et précises pour tous.

Des travaux antérieurs ont principalement étudié la personnalisation des mo-

teurs de recherche en fonction de la localisation géograohique des utilisateurs et

leur status de connection au moteur. Dans cet travail, nous faisons un audit de la

personnalisation du moteur de recherche de Google à l’aide d’un ensemble de re-

quêtes liées à la santé, pour des utilisateurs simulés interactifs (ISU). Plus précisé-

ment, nous avons développé une approche méthodologique qui a) définit plusieurs

profils d’utilisateur sur des nouveaux comptes Google, puis b) leur fait poser sur

plusieurs jours les mêmes requêtes sur à la santé, avant d’interagir avec la page de

résultats (SERP) afin de créer un historique de navigation qui reflète leurs préfé-

rences en matière de lisibilité, certification Health On the Net (HON) et date de

publication du website. D’autre part notre méthode considère également des utili-

sateurs sans historique de recherche.

En comparant ces résultats de recherche, nous observons une certaine person-

nalisation basée sur l’historique de navigation du navigateur et l’historique de re-

cherche du moteur de recherche. Cependant, nous ne sommes pas en mesure de

constater qu’une telle personnalisation est cohérente avec les résultats attendus

pour un utilisateur spécifique.
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Glossary

We list here the specific vocabulary related to our work.

Bias — systematical and unfair discrimination against certain individuals or groups of indi-

viduals in favor of others (Friedman & Nissenbaum, 1996). Because of the bias in data and

algorithms, various bias can appear in search engine results e.g. lack of diversity in the top

results of Google search[20], filter bubble effects (certain users are simply unable to access in-

formation that the search engines’ algorithm decides is irrelevant due to personalization) [22].
Fairness — absence of discrimination (Hajian & Bonchi & Castillo, 2016). From [20], two

types are defined:

• statistical parity fairness — a ranking is considered to be fair if the exposure of docu-

ments from different groups is equal;

• disparate impact fairness — a ranking is fair if the exposure of documents from different

groups has the same distribution as in the entire collection of documents;

Personalisation — a process [8] that tailors certain offerings by providers to consumers based

on knowledge about them, with certain goal(s) in mind.
Transparency — allows different claims about a system to be tested, it supports ethical com-

pliance, it ensures the objectives of a system are aligned with those of its users, and it makes

necessary trade-offs visible (Castillo, 2018). For example, mechanism for explainable rankings

which provide a justification why the search results were given in a particular order [14].
Web search query— a specific search query that a user enters into a web search engine to

satisfy his/her information needs.
Web search engine — a software system that is designed to search the World Wide Web in a

systematic way for particular information specified in a textual web search query.
SERP — Search Engine Results Pages. The Web pages displayed by search engines in response

to a user query.
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Introduction

1.1 Context

Bias has been embedded in our society, culture and history since the beginning. Nevertheless,

in the Internet era, it is spreading faster than ever. Algorithms behind the Web-based appli-

cations are likely to encode cultural and cognitive biases of their creators as well as data bias,

followed by biases created through our interaction with websites and, finally, second-order bias

[10] which in turn may come from personalization algorithms, leading to a vicious cycle that

contribute to an increasingly biased society.

Today, Web search engines are indispensable part of our everyday life. Google Search1,

as the most popular web search engine with about 92% of the market [6], processes over 3.5

billion queries per day, which is roughly 1.2 trillion per year worldwide [3]. People search

the Web for a number of reasons, such as finding the latest news, seeking authoritative sources

on various topics, checking factual information or making better buying decisions. Moreover

people, regardless of their field of activity, tend to highly trust web search results [12], heavily

rely on them and perceive them as accurate, fair and unbiased not only in their daily lives [31],

but also in work and study [32, 43].

Personalisation, as a process of adjusting relevance of the search results for each user based

on his/her current preferences through search and click history was introduced by Google in

2005 [5]. From the web search engine providers point of view it was necessary since more

efficient information retrieval models were required to get better at providing the most relevant

results among the tremendous and rapidly increasing amount of information available on the

Web.

In 2009 Google enabled personalized search not only for signed-in users with Google Ac-

counts2 but extended it to signed-out users as well [25]. However, the way Google personalize

search results is not completely transparent. It is only known to use certain user behavioural

patterns, including web search history, different browser cookies or current geolocation.

According to the official Google Search blog, personalization is just one part of the search

context (including language, geography, search queries) and it attempts to understand what are

the users interests and then to provide them the most relevant results that are assumed to fit

1https://www.google.com/
2https://account.google.com/



their preferences best [45].

However, such search results personalisation might led to the filter bubbles — a concept of

the filter bubble theory developed by Eli Pariser in his 2011 book "The Filter Bubble: What

the Internet Is Hiding from You" [41]. The idea is that personalized algorithms tend to show

different information to groups or individuals that corresponds only their particular predilec-

tions, resulting in less awareness of opposing points of view. For example, people search and

read news, only those with which they agree and keen on, without having an opportunity to get

familiar with any other opinions or ideas. Pariser argues that humans are much more compli-

cated than than modern search algorithms’ perception of them and no specific set of features

can define who they are or what they like.

On the one hand, web search personalisation is essential for creating a context of the search

that is fundamental in the era of enormous amount of data on the Internet, otherwise search

results would be almost meaningless. On the other hand, some negative effects are associated

with personalization, such as aforementioned filter bubbles and lack of transparency.

Since the Internet become the primary source of any information about the world, person-

alization of the search results not only affects the advertising and buying behavior of users

[46, 17], but also their perceptions of substantial issues concerning politics [42, 34] or work

and study [43, 32] or even health care [48]. Moreover, already mentioned great trust and re-

liance on web search results together with order effects (heuristic-driven behavioral pattern of

consistently clicking on top ranked results from the first SERP) [40] reinforce influence on user

decision making, her/his attitudes and beliefs.

1.2 Proposal Overview

Our work profits by the consistent improvement of the techniques used in previous studies [23,

29, 43, 42, 30, 32, 34] for auditing web search results personalisation and focuses specifically

on the medical domain to investigate the effect of personalization on the health-related searches.

We chose health domain since it is of vital importance to provide unbiased, accurate and

fair search results on medical-related questions for everyone. Moreover, recent Coronavirus

disease (COVID-19) outbreak revealed that people trying to find reliable information about

Coronavirus on the Web get a lot of fake and insecure results, which may threaten human

health [37].

In this paper, we set out to audit of the personalization in Google Search using interactive

simulated users (ISU) who make particular web browsing history that reflects their controlled

preferences. Also, we intend to emphasise features of these history (user behavior) that are

more impactful/effective than others.

More precisely, we train 8 artificial users with fresh Google Account profiles by interacting

with the Google Search in a way to create certain searching and clicking history in accordance

with the most likely behavior of real users having specific preference for readability, Health On

the Net3 (HON) certification or publication date of the websites from SERP. During one week

3https://www.hon.ch/en/
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of this training phase, each user searched a total of 352 health-related query terms (48 searches

per day) obtained from 2019 Google Trends4 or 2013 – 2018 CLEF5 and varying in complexity

and popularity.
In the following testing phase, we execute search for 48 not used queries from the same

dataset and compare search results with fresh user profile without any web browsing history.

Eventually, we analyze the search results to answer following research questions:

(RQ1) What is the impact of the aforementioned user interactions with the Google Search on

the search results?

(RQ2) Is search engine changing its matching/ranking schemes for users with consistent inter-

active behaviour and if so to what extent ?

(RQ3) Do differences in the search results within similar settings mean personalization ?

1.3 Outline

The rest of the study is organized as follows. First, we review state of the art in web search

personalization audits (§2.1) and then compare it with our own auditing methodology (§2.2).

Next, we provide an overview of our experiment (§3.1) and describe noise-avoiding techniques

(§3.2). Then we introduce interactive simulated users (§3.4), health related queries that we

collected (§3.5) and measures used in evaluating results (§3.6). Eventually, we present the

results of the experiment (§4) and conclude with a discussion (§5).

4https://trends.google.com/trends/?geo=FR
5https://sites.google.com/site/clefehealth/home





2

State-of-the-Art

Since recently, researchers have been concerned about web search personalization, questioning

whether algorithms create distinct personalized experiences for users, leading to filter-bubble

effects. However, there is still no academic consensus on the actual presence of filter bubbles

(§1), so clarification about that matter is required.

As industrial web search engines do not provide any information on their internal algo-

rithm, their study from outside the companies that provide them can only rely on black-box

testing [39]. In such case, the algorithm audit is a suitable technique for exploring potential

biases (in our case – personalization) which is that researchers constantly changing an input

and study its impact on the output [16]. The main concern here is to be able to differentiate

elements that depend solely on the web search engine personalization from all other elements

that may affect the search results of the mechanism.

In general, prior works share the similar framework: different users conduct controlled

searches for the same preselected queries on a particular web search engine, while control-

ling for possible noise factors in order to compare obtained search engine results pages using

similarity measures and conclude whether results are personalised. Yet, there are various set-

tings/parameters for auditing web search personalization.

Users are then essential to personalize web search results since they provide a lot of at-

tributes such as profile information, cookies, search/click/browsing history, login status, IP

addresses which are expected to trigger personalization according to the official Google blog

[25, 45] or prior research [23, 34]. Moreover, such works do not consider the fact that each

user has its own behavior i.e. the way she/he looks up information in the web, scrolls SERP

and clicks on the links.

Some researches [23, 42, 30, 32] focused on real users (individuals’ browsers with their

current cookies, logins, and search history) while others [23, 29, 43, 34] – on artificial users

(browsers with fresh accounts). In the first case, real-world personalized search data are col-

lected. However, in this case there is no way to control users behavior and their features such as

profile information or browsing history, so the reasons for such personalization are ambiguous

and cannot be explored as they would be in the second case with fully manageable artificial

users.

At the same time, personalization may largely depend on the queries. In [23, 29], various

query topics were utilized and then compared. This allows them to find out what query top-



ics are more prone to personalization (e.g. politics) and what are the least personalized (e.g.

healthcare). More recent research tend to focus on specific topics such as politics [42, 30, 34],

education [43], public work sector [32] since it makes it possible to explore more subtle aspects

of certain topics (e.g. opposing political stances).

Comparison of the search results as ranked lists of URLs can be done between users who

perform standard personalized search and control users conducting unpersonalized search by

using incognito mode [42], Tor browser [43], logout Google Account [23] or just differences

in features used for personalisation (e.g browsing history) [34].

Moreover, various metrics are applied to measure such differences/similarities: number of

common results, Jaccard Index [26] (to understand the overlap) or Damerau-Levenshtein edit

distance [15], Hamming distance [21], Kendall’s Tau coefficient [28] (to get difference of the

rank order) or Rank-Biased Overlap [47] (to capture the users’ focus on top ranked results).

Evidently, researches implemented their auditing algorithms using different tools and set-

tings. For instance, [23] wrote scripts for PhantomJS, [42, 30] developed Chrome browser

extensions, [34] utilized Selenium WebDriver. Also, implementations differ in user-agent (op-

erating system, browser).

Last but not least, most of the prior work (except [30]) controlled changes in search results

induced by possible noise, such as search index updates, A/B testing, distributed search indices

infrastructure and carry-over effect (effect of query refinement on subsequent searches).

2.1 Related Works

In their work, Hannak et al. [23] measured the extent of personalization on Google, Bing1 and

DuckDuckGo2 by comparing search results for the same query performed by both a personal-

ized (300 real user accounts) and a control (fresh account) user at the same time using custom

scripts for PhantomJS3. Moreover, they controlled changes in search results induced by possi-

ble noise, such as search index updates, A/B testing, distributed search indices infrastructure

and carry-over effect (effect of query refinement on subsequent searches). Each user searched

for a subset of 120 popular queries chosen from the Google Zeitgeist 2011 (now Google Trends)

and covering a broad range of topics (e.g. Tech, News, Lifestyle, Quirky, Humanities, Science).

Comparison was done using the Jaccard Index and Kendall’s Tau coefficient to understand the

overlap and difference of the rank order between two sets of search results.

Furthermore, they explored various features expected to trigger personalization, such as

login status, user profile (gender, age, zip code), user-agent (OS, browser, cookies), geoloca-

tion (IP address), search/click/browsing history (gender, age, income, education, ethnicity), by

creating x+1 fresh user accounts (x – number of possible values of the feature, and one more

control account) for each tested feature and then measuring the differences in search results.

Particularly, in historical experiments, account’s history of activity were based on every-day

(during 30 days) searching, searching&clicking or browsing 100 domains from the Quantcast4

assigned to a particular demographics and then searching standard 120 queries at the same day.

1https://www.bing.com/
2https://duckduckgo.com/
3https://phantomjs.org/
4https://www.quantcast.com/
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Overall, Hannak et al. observed that on average 11.7% of search results on Google are dif-

ferent (count percentage of different results at each rank and then get average among all users

and 10 ranks) due to personalization, which is caused only by Google account login status

and IP address (neither browsing/search/click history nor user gender), but that varies widely

by search query (the most personalized queries are related to companies and politics, whereas

"what is" and health related queries are the least personalized) and by result ranking (personal-

ization of the search results tend to gradually increase with decreasing the rank).

Kliman-Silver et al. [29] expanded prior work by thoroughly investigating location-based

personalization depending on the distance between users performing searches and query types.

For the experiment, they picked 75 GPS locations around the US at three granularities:

county (1 mile apart districts), state (100 miles apart counties), and national (random states).

GPS coordinates were collected from the mobile version of Google Search using JavaScript

Geolocation API since Google personalizes search results based on the provided GPS coordi-

nates rather than IP addresses. For each geolocation, they obtained 30 days of Google search

results for 240 different queries from three categories: 33 local, which were expected to trig-

ger the largest personalization (e.g. bank, hospital), 87 controversial (e.g. Progressive Tax,

Is Global Warming Real) and 120 names of politicians. Moreover, they controlled all other

features which could influence the personalisation (e.g. User-Agent or browser history) and

mitigated possible noise described by Hannak et al. in [23]. All search results were compared

between each other and also corresponding control (to avoid A/B testing) using Jaccard Index

and Damerau-Levenshtein edit distance.

Eventually, Kliman-Silver et al. showed that location-based personalization increases with

physical distance. Also, the differences between search results depends on the query type:

local query terms are more personalised (compared to controversial and political), however ex-

tremely noisy (i.e. different results for users from the same location).

Salehi et al. [43] researched personalization in academic Web search to understand how

different search results would be for an average student not using Google personalized search.

They conducted a brief survey on 120 university students about their academic information-

seeking behavior and preferences, which revealed that more than 83% of participants essen-

tially rely on Google search for educational purposes. This was followed by an experiment

based on the previous one [23], although focused on measuring personalization of Google

search specifically for academic queries and involved Startpage5 search engine on a Tor browser6

to obtain non-personalized search results. Furthermore, all measurements were done using per-

centage of the overlap and the Hamming distance between two sets of search results. It’s

worth mentioning, that Startpage captures Google search results without collecting any user’s

personal data such as IP address, tracking or identifying cookies and search queries.

They created four fresh Google accounts (and a control account), each of which belongs to

a “potential” student in a specific field of study: Education, Health Sciences, IT and Business.

Accounts shared the same profile information with different search/browser history reflecting

specific student and containing informational search queries (and up to 3 clicks on government

and educational URLs from the first SERP for each query) from a particular academic area and

some general queries from the Google Zeitgeist 2013 executed within two weeks. Afterwards,

5https://www.startpage.com/
6https://www.torproject.org/download/



for each user, personalized (on Google) and non-personalized (on Startpage) searches for 30

query terms, consisting of keywords from the most cited papers in the relevant academic field

were performed using noise-canceling techniques described in [23].

As a result, Salehi et al. found that on average 47% of URLs were different between non-

and personalized search results and appeared in different orders. Also, there were some slight

differences in the level of personalization based on academic topics (IT queries were less per-

sonalized than educational ones).

The work by Robertson et al. [42] introduced a different approach considering the overall

composition of the modern Google SERP (not just the ranking of URLs, but Google search

components such as knowledge, people-ask, news-card, twitter, people-search, and related-

search) and Google’s autocomplete suggestions (generating queries related to the root queries).

They focused specifically on politically-related query terms and utilized incognito browser

mode to obtain unpersonalized search results. Moreover, Rank-Biased Overlap (RBO) mea-

sure was employed to capture the behavioral users’ pattern to focus on top ranked results[35].

They conducted a controlled algorithm audit of the Google SERPs composition and person-

alization by utilising custom Chrome browser extension7 in order to obtain SERPs from 187

real users. This extension automatically searched for 21 politically-related (Donald Trump’s

Presidential inauguration, Political Party, Political Ideology) root queries and their autocom-

plete suggestions (105 search queries in total) in a standard (personalized) and an incognito

(unpersonalized) browser modes, simultaneously. Furthermore, carry-over effects were not

avoided since they occurs in both browser modes as mentioned in Google’s Chrome privacy

page [2] and not affect the ability to isolate personalization.

Overall, Robertson et al. found relatively low, but consistent with past Google audits, per-

sonalization based on whether or not a participant was logged-in to a Google account and/or

regularly used various Google services (Google Drive, Google Docs, Google Maps), which are

associated with greater personalization. Noteworthy that subjects with low-strength political

opinions received significantly more personalization in their rankings. Also, it was observed

that receiving different search component types depends on the root query and vary by their

rank position.

The main objective of the work by Krafft et al. [30] was to detect the extent of the person-

alization within Google search using results of the project Datenspende8.

They used plug-in installed on Chrome9 and Firefox10 browsers of 1759 users divided into

4 groups by their location (All, Germany, Berlin, Berlin regional).This plug-in searched for 16

query terms related to political parties and their leaders during the German election in 2017 at

three different timestamps per day during 27 days. It is important that non of the aforemen-

tioned noise-avoiding techniques were used. URLs from obtained first SERP at each timestamp

were compared using following similarity measures: the number of common results, the per-

centage of results that change at each rank, the longest common subsequence (LCS), Kendall’s

Tau.

To sum up, Krafft et al. observed relatively small space for search personalization on

7https://chrome.google.com/webstore/category/extensions?hl=en
8https://www.blm.de/aktivitaeten/forschung/datenspende.cfm
9https://www.google.com/chrome/

10https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/new/
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Google. Furthermore, search results were less and less personalised with restricting the data to

more local areas. Thus, they concluded that only personalisation based on location (regional-

ization) exists.

Cameron et al. [32] based their experiment on the previous study [43] but switched web

search context from an academic to the public sector professionals. Additionally, they exam-

ined the self-assessed relevance of the personalized and non-personalized search results.

First, they lead a study on 30 professional employees which indicated daily use of Google

Search as a first source of information and a high level of trust and reliance on it in the public

sector. Following the survey, each participant searched for two queries related to his/her work

duties (one query already searched before and the other one – not) under 3 different search con-

ditions: personalized Google search from participant’s work computer, unpersonalized Google

search from freshly created virtual machine (no linked identity or past search history) and un-

personalized using Startpage search engine running on Tor same as in [43]. Each of the obtained

top 10 search results were rated by relevance (relevant, maybe relevant, not relevant) assigned

by participants and compared using Rank-Biased Overlap (RBO) measure as justified in [42].

As a result, Cameron et al. provided new empirical evidence for web search personalisation

in the public sector professionals: up to 20% of relevant search results might be missed because

of this phenomenon.

Le et al. [34] expanded on previous work [23] by implementing sock puppet auditing system

designed to impersonate users with opposing political views. Specifically, they trained two

users by creating specific web browsing history. History was based on visiting 50 URLs per

day (during one week) extracted from the timelines of two different Twitter accounts that reflect

pro-immigration and anti-immigration stances. Noteworthy, their users were not logged in

to a Google account, therefore, third-party tracking network (e.g. DoubleClick and Google

Analytics11) was the only way to know about browsing history.

Following similar methodology as [23], in the next stage, trained users and one control user

without any web browsing history searched on Google News12 (using Selenium WebDriver13)

for 50 query terms obtained from the most discussed political topics on Twitter in 2016 (e.g.

Immigration, Foreign Policy, Healthcare, Economy, Abortion, Gay Rights, Gun Control, Cli-

mate Change, Education, Veterans), accounting for the same sources of possible noise. Then,

search results were compared between users in a pairwise manner using Damerau-Levenshtein

edit distance (the number of deletions, insertions, or substitutions needed to make a pair of

lists identical). Furthermore, political biases of search results were estimated by using their

domain’s political bias from https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/.

Eventually, unlike prior research, Le et al. discovered significant political personalization

on Google News based exclusively on browsing history. Moreover, the most personalized

search results tend to reinforce the presumed political partisanship.

11https://analytics.google.com/
12https://news.google.com/
13https://www.selenium.dev/projects/



2.2 Comparison

Foregoing state-of-the-art works highlight several common key aspects (besides general audit-

ing framework), which we utilize in our work as well. For example, we compare ranked lists

of URLs extracted from SERPs, which in turn are obtained during personalized (e.g. using

logged-in users with Google Accounts) and non-personalized searches (e.g. logged-out users

or incognito mode in a browser). In addition, we use techniques for mitigating possible noise

that occurs due to search engine index updates, A/B testing or carry-over effect (see §3.2). To

conduct a fair and accurate comparison, differences in search results due to personalization

should be distinguished from other factors influencing search results (noise).

Nevertheless, unlike previous work which used search terms either covering a variety of

popular topics [23, 29] or concentrating on particular topic such as politics [34, 30, 42], ed-

ucation [43] or public work [32] (as described in §2.1), we focus on medical and healthcare

domain. Health-related queries were not specifically studied for personalization recently: only

White et al. [48] in 2013 investigated web search engine bias in the domain of health. Namely,

they found out that Bing tends to favor positive information, irrespective of the truth and thus

provides search results that users are already familiar with, leaving out potentially relevant but

less agreeable information. In addition, we consider query popularity using provided statistics

(e.g. Google Trends) since it may affect personalization and has not been studied yet [23]. Be-

sides, we also take into consideration query complexity which basically represents the length

of a query, its structure or presence of specific terms.

Our work differs from the previous research because as [23, 34, 43] created search history

(browser profiles) to reflect different demographics (gender, age, income, lifestyle and ethnic-

ity) or different political stances (opposing views on the topic of immigration) or even different

fields of study (education, health sciences, IT and business), we trained browser profiles to

simulate different behaviors of real users. Instead of searching for different queries reflecting

certain user preferences as in aforementioned prior works, all our simulated users search for

the same set of queries. Therefore, distinction of the Web browsing history between users is

based on their interaction with the SERP i.e. clicking on a particular search result (website)

according to predefined user behaviour characteristics and then spending a certain amount of

time on that website (scrolling, simulating reading content).

Specifically, simulated users were programmed to click on websites having the highest

readability score (i.e. websites with more understandable, easy-to-read content) or having the

most recent publication date (i.e. fresh content), or on websites certified by Health On the Net

(HON) organization (i.e. high-quality content). Additionally, we considered clicking on web-

sites according to organic click through rate (CTR), which is the number of impressions that

would result in a click [18]. Detailed descriptions of interactive simulated users (ISU) are given

in §3.4.

To evaluate our we used the same state-of-the-art Rank-Biased Overlap (RBO) metrics as

[42, 32] did. RBO is a common rank similarity measure that, unlike others (such as Hamming

distance, Kendall’s Tau coefficient or Damerau-Levenshtein edit distance), captures the signifi-

cant behavioral users’ pattern to focus on top ranked results [35]. This valuable feature, named

top-weightedness, with ability to take ranked lists of different items (incompleteness) and to
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limit the weights of items from the "infinite" tail (indefiniteness), make RBO better suited to

measuring similarity and distance between ranked lists.

Table 2.1 sums up the above by comparing the key aspects of auditing personalization

(users, queries, metrics and explored features) with related works. We can see that none of the

prior research investigated web browsing history personalization on artificial users in the health

domain using RBO metrics.

Table 2.1 – Comparison with related work.

Work Kind of Users Features Query Topics Evaluation Metrics

Hannak et al.[23]
real &

artificial

user browsing history,

location, login status
diverse Jaccard, Kendall’s Tau

Kliman-Silver et al.[29] artificial user location diverse
Jaccard,

Damerau-Levenshtein

Salehi et al.[43] artificial user browsing history education Hamming

Robertson et al.[42] real user login status politics RBO

Le et al.[34] artificial user browsing history politics Damerau-Levenshtein

Cameron et al.[32] real user browsing history work RBO

Krafft et al.[30] real user location politics Kendall’s Tau

Proposal artificial user browsing history health RBO





3

Proposal

In this section we describe our auditing methodology which is aimed to answer research ques-

tions outlined in §1.2. First, we overview protocol of the experiment and declare sources of

the possible noise and external knowledge. Second, we depict the experiment implementation.

Eventually, we give accurate explanation of users, queries and metrics used in our experiment.

3.1 Experiment Design

Speaking in a short way, our methodology is to execute controlled queries using simulated

users on Google Search to identify whether user interaction (web search/click/browsing his-

tory) impacts the personalization of the search results, and if so, to what extent. To address

these problems, we propose a protocol described below.

First, we focus specifically on health-related queries since this topic is of great importance

for all users. According to Google Health Vice President David Feinberg [36], about 7 percent

of all daily Google searches are health-related, which is 70,000 searches per minute. People

usually ask Google about health insurance, conditions, symptoms and medication. However,

medical information in the Web are sometimes complex, inaccurate and even biased. Therefore

it is important to ensure that patients receive understandable and high-quality information, as it

directly impacts their lives.

We defined 400 queries equally divided over 8 topics in our dataset1 (table in Google Docs).

First two query topics are based on Google Trends for 2019 [4], that represents popular queries.

As mentioned in [23], query popularity may effect personalization and has not been studied

yet. The remaining 6 query topics are taken from CLEF eHealth Evaluation Labs for different

years [1], presenting less popular queries, that also vary in complexity (length, structure, specific

terms) (§3.5).

Second, we created 8 interactive simulated users (ISU) with Google Accounts, sharing the

same profile demographic information, in a way to limit variations in the experiment. Subse-

quently, each user implements one behaviour (§3.4): each user interacts with the search engine

through search/click/browsing along the time in order to build a certain history with some char-

acteristics, this part will be named training phase. We based our experiment on the web search

history since Google personalize search results using past search activity [25, 45] and some

researchers have observed personalization based on Web history [43, 34].

1Link to the dataset: https://bit.ly/3f32ett



The training phase of our experiment, consists of creating web browser history for each

ISU. Specifically, eight users search for the same 48 queries (which is 6 queries per column in

the data table) every day between 8 a.m. and 10 p.m. (GMT+2) for one week.
It is worth noting that, according to Google Trends2, people perform searches related to

health domain at the time that we have chosen above, with peaks at 9 a.m., 3 p.m. and 8

p.m. This makes our simulated users behavior even more similar to real users behavior and,

furthermore, there was no searching time selection considered in the prior work.
Daily chosen subset of queries is randomly shuffled to limit possible query sequence depen-

dencies. Then, all ISUs simultaneously issue queries from the same machine to escape search

index updates, and wait 11 minutes between subsequent searches to avoid carry-over effect (see

§3.2). ] Users interact with the search engine results page (SERP) according to their behavior

descriptions (§3.4) in order to create particular web history.
As a result, every day we obtain data on search results for each query including: query

term and ranked list of URLs, HON-labels, SMOG-grades, publication dates (§3.3). After, we

compare lists of URLs between different users for each of experiment days using RBO, Jaccard

and Kendall metrics (§3.6) to answer whether clicking and browsing history personalize search

results and which user behavior affect them the most.

In the second, testing phase, all 8 ISUs and a single user without any search history (no_hist-

ory_behavior, see §3.4) search for 48 queries (6 queries per column in the data table) not used

in the previous training part. After obtaining aforementioned data, we measure personalization

based not only on click and browse history (like in the training phase) but also on search history.

To sum up, we focus on three variations and measure their effect on the web search results

personalization: (1) whether the user has web browsing history or not; (2) whether the web

browsing history is created through certain user interactions (3) whether the search query is

popular/complex or not.
Figure 3.1 shows the process of auditing Google search personalization based on web

browsing history. As said above, after having trained users by searching and interacting with

SERP to create distinct browsing history, we test obtained users by searching Google again.

However, this time we have one more user which did not participate in the training phase so it

does not have any web browsing history associated with his account. Eventually, we compare

lists of search results acquired by different users and try to quantify personalization accounting

for a possible noise.

Figure 3.1 – Experiment design overview.

2https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?cat=45&date=now%207-d&geo=FR&q=%2Fm%2F0kt51
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3.2 Sources of Noise

Despite the clarity of the experiment, various noise/inference can occur that lead to the same

queries return different results. Hannak et al. [23] first described several sources of noise that

might change search results and used noise reduction methods to mitigate their effect in order

to accurately measure solely web search personalization. Thus, we account for some noise-

avoiding techniques:

• User-agent, demographics and location.

All users should have the same IP address (i.e. run searches on the same machine) since it

is used by Web search engines to provide location-based results [49]. That is performing

search from different subnetworks might give different results. In addition, the same

demographic and user-agent (operating system and browser) information were assigned

to all user profiles in order to limit variations in the experiment since that information do

not lead to measurable personalization [23].

• Index updates.

As Web search engines frequently update their search indices, search results for the same

queries may vary over time. We have to run all searches that will be compared after (i.e.

personalized and non-personalized) at the same time. Additionally, we issue queries on

standard Google Search webpage3 instead of using any custom search API4, which may

return different search results [24].

• Randomized testing.

In order to improve the user experience and usability, A/B testing are occasionally con-

ducted on Web search engines [9], where search results are altered for a selected group

of people to observe how they respond to changes. Thus, it is necessary to create control

users completely identical to existing ones (actual users) and execute search queries in a

lock-step (i.e. all machines run searches for the same query at the same time) under the

same conditions. Those two users are expected to have exactly the same search results as

they share identical settings and perform the same action. Therefore, by comparing their

search results, we can observe some difference, which will determine the basic level of

noise caused by randomized testing.

• Sequential queries.

Web search engines implement query refinement on consecutive searches using preced-

ing queries within a user’s browsing session (i.e. dependency of searches within one

browsing session). Hannak et al. [23] named this particular source of noise as a carry-

over effect and showed that it lasts only 10 minutes. Therefore, it is necessary to wait at

least 11 minutes between subsequent searches in order to avoid carry-over effect.

• Distributed infrastructure.

Geographically diverse Web search datacenters may return different results for the same

queries due to inconsistencies in their search indices. Thus, we have to direct all query

traffic to a specific Web search provider IP address.

3https://www.google.com/
4e.g. https://developers.google.com/custom-search



3.3 Implementation

Our scripts are implemented in Python 35 using Selenium6 allowing us to automate the whole

Web browser. Selenium is an open-source framework used for automated testing of web ap-

plications across different browsers and platforms. It allows to use various programming lan-

guages like Java, Ruby, Python etc. to create test scripts. Selenium Software is not just a one

tool, but a composition of several components (such as Selenium Integrated Development Envi-

ronment , Selenium Remote Control, Selenium Grid, Selenium WebDriver), each of which has

its specific role in development of automated software testing.

In our experiment we take advantage of Selenium WebDriver, which automates the browser’s

actions by sending commands to a browser through a certain browser driver. Concretely, Web-

Driver launches and controls a browser through direct communication, utilizing functionality

of operating system instead of JavaScript commands as PhantomJS does. This allows to escape

problems with security restrictions due to differences between native (via browser driver) and

JavaScript approaches [44].

When started, our script sends commands to each WebDriver to open Google Chrome 83 via

chromedriver7 of the same version and with pre-installed Google Chrome extensions: HON-

Code toolbar 8 and “don’t care about cookies” 9 for the purposes further described in §3.4.

After, each Chrome browser logs in with unique credentials for Google Account of each

of our users. We manually created all 18 user accounts (for 9 actual users and their control

copies), gave them unique names and e-mails in order to avoid blocking Google Accounts due

to suspicious activity during our automated experiment.

Next, all browsers are redirected to third-party website10 with the possibility of authoriza-

tion through a Google Account. It seems that this is the only working solution to the problem

when Google often blocks direct authorization in their services, performed by automation tools

such as Selenium WebDriver.11 This allow us to log in to Google Account, as well as to Google

Chrome profile, without receiving a warning from Google or affecting user web browsing his-

tory.

As soon as all profiles are signed-in, we begin the experiment and go to Google Search12

to start issuing queries described in §3.5. All searches applies above-mentioned noise-avoiding

techniques (see §3.2). We selected Google as a primary web search engine since it is the world

most popular one with 92% of the market [7].

After executing each assigned query, the script obtain exactly 8 first webpages (URLs). For

our queries it is the lowest possible number of search results returned on the first SERP and we

need all searches to have the same number of results (ranked lists of the same length) since it

is necessary for Jaccard Index and Kendall’s Tau measures.

We take into account only organic (i.e. sans paid advertising) search results and without

any Google search components such as news-card, news-triplet, twitter-card, people-ask ex-

5https://www.python.org/
6https://www.selenium.dev/
7https://chromedriver.chromium.org/
8https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/honcode-toolbar/migljoiadpobjnfkpmbpjekghdiilneb?hl=en
9https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/i-dont-care-about-cookies/fihnjjcciajhdojfnbdddfaoknhalnja

10For example, we used https://www.pinterest.com/
11https://gist.github.com/ikegami-yukino/51b247080976cb41fe93#
12https://www.google.com/
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cept for the knowledge-component, which is usually ranked at the first position. Apart from

the URLs themselves, we save associated HON labels13, SMOG readability grades [33] and

website publication date. Obtained ranked lists of URLs are compared using Rank-Biased

Overlap metrics described in §3.6, while SMOG grades and publication dates are necessary for

the training certain interactive simulated users (see §3.4). Also, some other useful information

such as exact time when search was executed, clicks performed and total number of search

results were retained in order to control the correct operation of the script and for further search

results analysis.
An example of a CSV file containing search results with aforementioned data is shown in

Figure 3.2. In the presented part of the data table, we see results for the query ’ketamine and

its potential for abuse’ searched by complex_non-certified_behavior ISU.

Our experiments were carried out in June 2020. It is important that our results are repre-

sentative only for this particular time period, since Google constantly updates its search and

personalization algorithms. Also, all instances of Selenium WebDriver were executed on the

personal laptop with Ubuntu 16.04 operating system having 4 cores, 1.60 Ghz, 8 GB of mem-

ory, 256 GB of disk.

Figure 3.2 – Example of the CSV file with results.

3.4 Interactive Simulated Users

As outlined in §2.2, one of the key aspect of our work is the way we simulate users to create

Web history.
All in all, we utilized 18 users: 9 actual artificial users and their 9 control copies (used to set

up the noise level, see §3.2). For each user we manually created Google Account with its own

email address, name, surname and date of birth. However, in order to limit variations in the

experiment, all Google Accounts share the same demographics: male gender and age 23 years.

Moreover, Google asks for the phone number in order to complete the registration process, thus

each of the 9 actual users is provided with a specific phone number, which, however, is also

used by the control user because we have a limited number of phone numbers.

We can separate users according to their established behavior.
First, one user (no_history_behavior) does not have any predefined interactions with Google

Search (i.e. it is not used in the training phase and therefore does not have a web history) since it

only searches queries in the second testing phase of the experiment and serves as a comparison

for the other users.

13https://www.hon.ch/en/



The rest 8 users are Interactive Simulated Users (ISU) and figure 3.3 shows their Common

Interaction Model (CIM). Specifically, they all issue the same query and then examine search

results from the first SERP in order to find a particular result that corresponds their predeter-

mined behaviour and click on it (or not click at all if there is no preferable link). User behavior

can be either simple (green color on the fig. 3.3) or complex (blue color on the fig. 3.3).

Simple users just ’read’ information from the preferred website, then end the session and

wait 11 minutes (to avoid carry-over effect, see §3.2) before the next search. Users with com-

plex behavior always check the first three top-ranked results by opening and ’skimming’ the

websites until they find the one that matches their preferences and then follow the same steps

as a simple users (i.e. reading website content and then finishing the search session).

Here, reading actually means that an ISU scroll the website and simulate reading content by

spending 300 seconds on it, while skimming — only 10 seconds [11]. Also, it is worth noting

here that, in accordance with EU regulations, any website that uses cookies for tracking must

obtain user permission. That is why we installed Chrome browser extension “don’t care about

cookies”14 to automatically remove cookie consent pop-ups that sometimes block access to the

contents of the web page until the user accepts the cookie policy.

Complex user behavior seems to be more realistic because first three links capture 75.1%

of all search traffic clicks [18]. Moreover, browsing website (scrolling/reading/clicking) gives

information about its utility/value to the tracking network (e.g. DoubleClick and Google Ana-

lytics), while closing it (and subsequently opening the following websites) shows user dissatis-

faction.

Figure 3.3 – The Common Interaction Model (CIM).

Since all our interactive simulated users search for the same set of queries, distinction of the

14https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/i-dont-care-about-cookies/fihnjjcciajhdojfnbdddfaoknhalnja?hl=en
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web history between them is based on their interaction with the SERP. We already explained

the general aspects of such interactions and here we indicate the different user behavior:

• first_hon-certified_behavior.

An ISU with this behavior is programmed to click on the website having the highest

rank and certified by Health On the Net (HON)15 organisation if it appears on the first

SERP. Such interactions create web history which explicitly shows user preferences for

top-ranked, HON-certified websites with a high-quality health information.

We have chosen HON as a source providing knowledge on the quality of the health-

related websites. It provides high-quality (the evaluation is carried out by medical ex-

perts), transparent and reliable (certifications are carried out by a non-governmental and

non-profit structure in official relations with the World Health Organisation) health in-

formation online. Moreover HON may be considered authoritative in the information

quality algorithm used by Google [38].

In order to get knowledge of whether the website is HON-certified or not, we added a

HONCode toolbar 16 extension for Chrome browser. Thus, all Google results will have

HON certification labels (’HONcode certified’ or ’NOT certified’).

• first_non-certified_behavior.

This behavior is the opposite of the previous one, as it acts in a similar way, but prefers

non-certified websites.

• time_behavior.

This ISU clicks on the most recently published or updated website on the first SERP, in

order to create web history that clearly identifies its preferences for the freshness of the

website content.

Publication date of the website is provided with Google Search results[27] or extracted

by HTML parsing, scrapping and text analysis using the htmldate17 library.

• readability_behavior.

An user behavior is programmed to choose the website with the highest readability score

from the first SERP. Hereby, this ISU creates web history that shows its preferences for

the websites containing understandable, easy-to-read information.

Readability of the website is evaluated by the Simple Measure of Gobbledygook (SMOG)

grade18 using the textstat19 library. SMOG is the preferred measure of readability when

evaluating consumer-oriented healthcare material [19]. SMOG grade is calculated by the

following formula:

SMOG = 1.0430

√

number of polysyllables×
30

number of sentences
+3.1291 (3.1)

15https://www.hon.ch/en/
16https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/honcode-toolbar/migljoiadpobjnfkpmbpjekghdiilneb?hl=en
17https://htmldate.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
18https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SMOG
19https://pypi.org/project/textstat/



SMOG grades between 13 and 16 indicate the necessity for college education, between

17 and 18 imply need for graduate training, 19 and above — professional qualification

[33].

• average_click_behavior.

This ISU behavior is to click on the website from the first SERP according to the or-

ganic click through rate (CTR) [18]. Thereby, this interactions create web history which

is expected to reflects average user preferences in order to serve as a comparison for

the other ISUs with more specific preferences and to answer what user behavior affects

personalization the most.

• no_click_behavior.

An ISU is programmed only to search queries without any further clicks. Thus, it creates

only web search history in order to serve as a comparison for the other ISUs with cer-

tain interactions and to answer whether clicking and browsing history personalize search

results.

• complex_hon-certified_behavior.

An ISU behavior has the same preferences as first_hon-certified_behavior, but more re-

alistic interactions that are expected to highlight value of preferred websites in created

web history.

As already mentioned above, the user sequentially clicks on the first three top-ranked

websites and read its content if it has HON-certification, otherwise skim the content,

close the website and click on the next one.

• complex_non-certified_behavior.

This behavior is the opposite of the previous one, as it acts in a similar way, but prefers

non-certified websites.

• no_history_behavior.

This is not an ISU since it is not used in the training phase and therefore does not have a

web history. Thus, it serves as a comparison for the other ISUs during the testing phase

to answer whether search history affects personalization.

3.5 Search Queries

As we mentioned, our experiments are focused on medical and healthcare domain (see §3.1).

This section explains in details what exact queries we have chosen and why.

First, search queries can be divided into three types depending on their intent: informa-

tional, transactional and navigational [13]. Informational and transactional queries are used

to look for an information or for a product from a number of webpages, as opposed to naviga-

tional ones, where user’s intent is to just find a particular website. Thus, it is important that our

queries are informational or transactional, since the search results for such queries can be per-

sonalized. Whereas, navigational queries are not worth considering from the personalization
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perspective.

Second, we want to have queries that real people are very likely to search (i.e. realistic),

since it is impossible to test all kinds of queries.

Thus, we chose some health-related queries from Google Trends for 2019 [4], which has a

utility that allows you to specify search topic related to health category (e.g. health conditions,

nutrition) and more importantly, by default Google Trends provides popular (i.e. the most

frequently searched within the chosen category, country and time range) search queries that are

expected to impact a lot of people.

According to Hannak et al. [23], it would be interesting to determine the impact of query

popularity on web search personalization. Therefore, in order to have an opposite to popular

queries (i.e. still realistic queries, but with far fewer searches), we need to use a source other

than Google Trends.

Moreover, Google Trends provides a limited number of queries (up to 25) per search cat-

egory (also a small number), which have quite a few repetitions (e.g. query term with and

without an article) and queries not related to the chosen topic (just because they are highly

popular).

So, we chose CLEF eHealth Evaluation Labs for 2013 – 2018 years [1] as another source of

health-related queries. This evaluation labs in the medical and biomedical domain use a large

number (50 queries per year) of various queries either obtained from general public (like in

Google Trends), i.e. health consumer forums and search services, or carefully built by health-

care experts for IR benchmarks (details described below).

All in all, the obtained queries vary quite a bit in complexity. This means that they differ in

length (number of query terms), structure (either questions or statements) and the presence of

special medical terms. We assume that complexity of the queries may also affect personaliza-

tion.

Besides, our queries cover a representative range of health topics such as health conditions,

symptoms, diseases, medications, disorders, nutrition and therefore impact a large number of

people performing search with different intentions.

As a result, we got 400 queries equally divided over 8 columns in the Google Docs table20:

• HowTo.

These are the most popular search queries from the Google Trends21 for 2019 with spec-

ified search term "How to" and several health-related categories such as men’s health,

women’s health, nutrition, medications, health conditions. Regarding query characteris-

tics, we kept ”How to” part in the beginning of these queries since it is a quite popular

query term.

• WhatIs.

These queries are also selected from the Google Trends22 for 2019 by specifying the

same health categories but a different search term – "What is". Furthermore, ”What is”

was removed from the queries and only up to two query terms were remained.

20https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QzH4eRf8-Jzb42mj3pn1oExUKbpB_4BskrRVQeguW9c/edit?usp=sharing
21https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?cat=45&date=2019-01-01%202019-12-31&q=how%20to
22https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?cat=45&date=2019-01-01%202019-12-31&q=what%20is



• CLEF2018.

Queries from the CLEF eHealth Evaluation Lab 201823 where they were in turn obtained

from the HON search service used by general public. This CLEF evaluation lab not only

provides set of queries but associated health search intents that gives us information on

the present query topics. On average, these queries have between three and four query

terms.

• CLEF2016.

In 2016 (and same in 2017), queries for CLEF eHealth Evaluation Lab24 were obtained

by extracting real health consumer posts from Reddit forum "AskDocs"25 and then send-

ing them to several query generators that are expected to create different queries for the

same post. This shows query variations i.e. differences in how people search for the same

information. Distinctive characteristic of these queries are the largest number of query

terms – more than 4.

• Symptoms.

Circumlocutory queries that people (not medical experts) may/usually submit to the Web

search in order to find out more about their health conditions or even diagnose themselves

when they experience certain symptoms. Obtained from the CLEF eHealth Evaluation

Lab 201526. Such descriptive queries are relatively long (more than three terms) with

ambiguous wording, but quite understandable for a person, in comparison to complicated

medical names of the diseases.

• Diseases.

As opposed to the previous set of symptom queries, this one contains actual medical

names of the diseases described. Thus, such queries are the only ones having a pro-

fessional requester instead of the general public. Having these two query sets, we can

compare search results for queries with different complexity mostly based on the length

and presence of medical terms.

• CLEF2014.

These queries from CLEF eHealth Evaluation Lab 201427 were manually generated by

healthcare professionals from the discharge summaries for various disorders

• CLEF2013.

Queries for CLEF eHealth Evaluation Lab 201428, which were extracted in a same way

as in the previous year’s evaluation lab.

23https://github.com/CLEFeHealth/CLEFeHealth2018IRtask/blob/master/clef2018_queries_task1_task4.txt
24https://github.com/CLEFeHealth/CLEFeHealth2017IRtask/blob/master/queries/queries2016_with_url.xml
25https://www.reddit.com/r/AskDocs/
26https://github.com/CLEFeHealth/CLEFeHealth2015Task2/blob/master/queries/clef2015.test_with_narratives.queries-

EN.txt
27https://github.com/CLEFeHealth/CLEFeHealth2013Task3/blob/master/queries/queries.clef2013ehealth.1-

50.test.xml
28https://github.com/CLEFeHealth/CLEFeHealth2014Task3/blob/master/queries/queries.clef2014ehealth.1-

50.test.en.xml
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Both of the latter sets of queries do not have any certain query characteristics, i.e. con-

strains on structure and length.

Table 3.1 represents an overview of our query dataset.

Table 3.1 – Query set details.

Name29 Category Characteristics Requester Source

HowTo

men’s & women’s health,

nutrition, health

conditions, medications

“How to ...” general public Google Trends 2019

WhatIs

men’s & women’s health,

nutrition, health

conditions, medications

1 – 2 terms general public Google Trends 2019

CLEF2018
nutrition, medications,

health conditions
3 – 4 terms general public CLEF 2018

CLEF2016
health conditions,

symptoms
> 4 terms general public CLEF 2016

Symptoms symptoms ≥ 3 terms general public CLEF 2015

Diseases diseases ≤ 2 terms professional CLEF 2015

CLEF2014 diseases unconstrained general public CLEF 2014

CLEF2013
health conditions,

disorders, diseases
unconstrained general public CLEF 2013

3.6 Evaluation

As outlined in §3.3, for all queries issued by any ISU in both phases of our experiment, we

have precisely 8 top-ranked URLs from the first SERP as a search result for a particular query.

In order to be able to give some answers to our research questions (see §3), we will compare

obtained search results according to the following steps.

First, for each of testing queries, we compare ranked lists of search results between

no_history_behavior user (without any search history) and all other ISUs one by one. Such

comparison is supposed to answer RQ1 since user interactions creates web browsing history

which is expected to trigger web search personalization.

Then, we compare search results from no_click_behavior (user having search history but no

interactions with search results) and average_click_behavior (user interact according to CTR

information and without any other preferences) users with the rest of the ISUs in order to

answer RQ2 and find out whether considered user interactions affect personalization and if so,

which of them impact the most and to what extent.

Both of the above approaches require yet another comparison of search results related to

RQ3. As we mention earlier (see §3.2) that A/B testing may be used without any advice by the

search engine, control users are used to check such case. Therefore, we compare search results

29Name of the column in the Google Docs table (link: https://bit.ly/3f32ett)



between actual users and their control copies in order to specify potential differences as a basic

level of noise caused by such randomized testing. Depending on the results obtained, we then

be able to conclude about research questions: if the differences are above a noise threshold,

then we will conclude about personalization based on web browsing history and certain user

interactions, otherwise we will not be able to conclude.

As previous works, our focus is to evaluate differences (or vice-versa, similarities) between

search results. Among all the measures proposed in the state of the art, like Jaccard coefficient

and Kendall τ , we chose to use the Rank Biased Overlap, RBO, because it is the only one able

to assess various aspects of differences between search results while focusing on top-ranked

items.
RBO is a rank similarity measure proposed by Webber et al. [47]. This overlap-based

metric compares two ranked lists in a way similar to average overlap. However, the key point

here is that it takes into account several aspects that are important for comparing web search

engine rankings. First, it focuses on top ranked items by penalizing differences between them

stronger than further down (top-weightedness). Second, Rank-Biased Overlap handles noncon-

joint rankings i.e. some items appear in one ranking but not in another (incompleteness). Third,

it compares rankings of different length by limiting the weights of ‘unseen’ items (indefinite-

ness).
RBO returns a value in the range from 0 to 1, with 0 indicating that compared lists are com-

pletely different (disjoint) and 1 — completely identical. The Rank-Biased Overlap formula

is:

RBO(S,T, p) = (1− p)
∞

∑
i=1

pd−1Ad (3.2)

where S and T are two rankings, Ad is the proportion of overlap between S and T at rank d

(Ad = S∩T
d

) and p is a parameter that determines how top-weighted is the metric: the smaller

values of p the stronger focus on top items. In the limit, when p = 0, only the top ranked item

is considered. On the other hand, the weights are uniform when p = 1.
Specifically, this equation helps justify the choice of the parameter p, i.e. the degree of

top-weightedness:

Wrbo(1 : d) = 1− pd−1 +
1− p

p
·d ·

(

ln
1

1− p
−

d−1

∑
i=1

pi

i

)

(3.3)

For example, if p = 0.9 then the first ten top ranked items have 86% of the weight of the

evaluation [47].
According to CTR (click through rate) data from [18], the first 8 ranks in search results

account for 86.7% of all clicks. Therefore, in the experiments reported in §4, we set the RBO

parameter p to 0.869, as it assigns 86.7% of the weight of the evaluation to the first 8 ranks.
We used RBO measure implementation in python30.

3.7 Conclusion

This section described the proposed protocol defined to evaluate the personalization of Google

Search based on the Web history generated by searching for health-related queries and then

30https://github.com/changyaochen/rbo
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interacting with search results. To do that, we defined several interaction models and we in-

stanced 8 Simulated Interactive Users based on several behavioral preferences: users focusing

on validated documents by HON, users concerned about the readability or freshness of the in-

formation retrieved on the first SERP of Google Search. We accounted for some noise-avoiding

techniques. For instance, we tackled the potential bias related to corpus evolution, A/B testing,

by defining control users. As said before, we focused on health-related queries. We covered a

large panel of such queries: popular ones, general public or more experts oriented ones. The

evaluation was based on classical measures used in the state of the art: Jaccard Index, Kendall’s

τ , and RBO. The next section focuses on the experiment conducted and on our findings.





4

Experimental Results

We detail here the actual time frame of the experiments conducted, as well as the results ob-

tained.

4.1 Temporal Details

According to the previous section, we were able to run our experiments during the following

time period : the training phase lasts for one week from June 5 to June 11 (everyday for 9 – 10

hours), the testing phase was conducted on June 12.

Actually, this experiment was carried out before for a longer period of one month in May.

It was running on the LIG-lab calculation server and, unfortunately, major technical problem

occurred. In fact, our users were not signed in Google Account, because they all received a

message from Google requiring confirmation of the profile phone number to complete regis-

tration. Therefore, the results obtained by logged out users were the same to some noise and

out of place for comparison. However, this problem did not affect our users, that is, they had

generated no search history. Thus, we were able to solve the problem and run the experiment

again, but for a shorter period of time.

4.2 Results

To answer our research questions (see §1.2), we chose to outline two majors dimensions of the

study: the temporal dynamics and the global impact of personalization.

4.2.1 Temporal dynamics of personalization

This first study examines the temporal dynamics of results (obtained at the training phase)

across Interactive Simulated Users. Our goal is to understand whether Google Search changing

its ranking schemes for users with consistent interactive behavior over time, and whether search

results for certain user behavior evolve more than for others. That is, to answer the research

question RQ2.

As we mentioned earlier, during the training phase, the ISUs searched for 48 queries per

day (the same queries for one day among all users, but different day after day). For each query,

search results were obtained as a ranked list of eight URLs. For each of the 7 days of train-

ing phase, we calculate the RBO between the search results from the no_click_behavior user



(the one without any interactions with the SERP) and from seven other interactive simulated

users. Figure 4.1 shows changes of boxplots of this data over time for three simulated users:

time_behavior (4.1a), readability_behavior (4.1b) and first_hon-certified_behavior (4.1c). On

these plots dotted green line displays the mean value.

Figure 4.1 reveals that, during the first three to four days, RBO values oscillate around an

average of 0.98, with only a very few outliers below RBO of 0.9. Then, at day five the average

value stabilizes at 0.96, with quite a few outliers below 0.9. Using the t-test1 with a significance

level of 5% and highly significance level of 0.005%, we can indicate that these RBO results

(for the last three days) are all highly statistically different from RBO = 1 (p<0.0001). Thus, we

may observe that differences in search results seems to slowly increase with longer web history.

However, we have to take into account that queries are different each day, even if we have the

same proportions of query types each day. Moreover, the median and the first quartile are both

equal to 1, which means that search results for the most of the queries are not changed at all. In

this case, as our experiment lasts only for one week, a longer experiment may probably help to

confirm the observed trend.

However, observed differences in search results do not actually mean personalization. Thus,

to answer RQ3, we carefully accounted for the noise due to randomized testing (e.g. A/B test-

ing) by calculating for each query the RBO between the search results from actual users and

their control copies. These values become noise levels. Then, we replace results with an RBO

similarity greater than or equal to the certain noise level with RBO value equal to 1, i.e. we

remove differences in the results, as in [34].

Figure 4.2 provides same results as figure 4.1, but after accounting for the noise, therefore

obtained differences in the search results are related to the personalization based on web history

(i.e. user interactions). In particular, for most boxplots, the interquartile range (IQR) and the

length of the lower whisker, which represents maximum 1.5 IQR, decreased. We also have less

outliers. Nevertheless, the same t-test concludes that these RBO results (again for the last three

days) are not highly, but still statistically different from RBO = 1 (with p<0.001).

The results for the other four ISUs, that share a similar trend, are presented in appendix

A.2. When considering the differences in the change in average RBO over time between differ-

ent users, we do not observe significant differences. We will explain in the next section (which

examines testing phase of the experiment) the details of the differences in the search results,

i.e. ranked lists of URLs, for the specific users and queries.

In addition, using the same data of RBO computed between no_click_behavior user and

seven other users, we calculated percentage of queries giving personalized search results for

each day of training phase. Table 4.1 shows that the changes in percentage of personalized

queries over time are consistent with evolution of the average RBO from the figure 4.2 for all

ISUs. Here again, for all users percentage ranges from 3.2% to 29.0% for the first three days,

then it increases and fluctuates between 22.1% and 45.5% in the end of the week.

Overall, these results reveal that search results tend to be more personalized with the growth

of web search history. Moreover, we observed that personalization can be overestimated due

to more differences in the search results, when the noise of randomized testing (i.e. without

control users) is not considered.

1https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.stats.ttest_ind.html
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.1 – Changes in search results over time between no_click_behavior and (a)

time_behavior, (b) readability_behavior, (c) first_hon-certified_behavior users.



(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.2 – Change of search results personalization over time for (a) time_behavior, (b)

readability_behavior, (c) first_hon-certified_behavior users.
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Table 4.1 – Percentage of personalized queries per day per user over time (in bold, max per

user).

4.2.2 Global impact of personalization

In this second part of our study, the goal is to compare the search results (obtained at the testing

phase) for no_history_behavior user and all other users in order to answer what is the impact

of the considered user interactions, that create searching and clicking history, on the search

results.

Unfortunately, we are not able to accurately answer this research question (RQ1) using

test data, because this data have no differences in search results from different users (this

observation is detailed below in this section). Therefore, instead of calculating RBO using

no_history_behavior user, we use no_click_behavior user to be able to compare results from

test data and train data (as both contain search results for this user). This analysis may shed

light on the reasons for such search results in the test data.

Impact on test data

At the testing phase, all 8 ISUs with their search history and a new user without a history

searched for 48 queries that were not used at the training stage. Then, we calculate the RBO

between the search results from the no_click_behavior user and from all the other ISUs. Fig-

ure 4.3 presents the results of these calculations for each query and for all simulated users in

two figures: average_click_behavior, time_behavior, readability_behavior in figure 4.3a) and

first_hon-certified_behavior, first_non-certified_behavior, complex_hon-certified_behavior,

complex_non-certified_behavior in figure 4.3b). The figure is divided into two graphs due to

the large number of users. In addition, these and all subsequent results are calculated in ac-

cordance with the corresponding noise levels as described above (all RBO similarity values

exceeding the noise are replaced by an RBO value of 1). Queries are sorted descending RBO.



(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3 – RBO results calculated for each query (test queries from 12.03.20) between search

results from no_click_behavior user and from (a) average_click_behavior, time_behavior,

readability_behavior or (b) first_hon-certified_behavior, first_non-certified_behavior,

complex_hon-certified_behavior, complex_non-certified_behavior users.

As shown in the figure 4.3, for all ISUs proportion of the personalized queries ranges from

4.2% up to 8.3%, which is only from 2 to 4 queries with RBO different from 1 (i.e. the av-

erage RBO among all users is about 0.99). Surprisingly, we do not observe big differences

in the search results from different users. It was expected that these search results would be

even more personalized than those we obtained at the training stage, since users have more web

history.

This observation holds for all further comparison of search results between different simu-

lated users (as well as comparison with no_history_behavior user that is presented in appendix
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A.1), so we omit the results for brevity.

Additionally, using the same data of RBO computed between no_click_behavior user and

seven other users, we calculated percentage of queries with RBO not equal to 1 for each user.

Table 4.2 shows that the average percentage among user is 7.1%, that is 4 times lower than the

same percentage for the search results from the last day of training stage. This shows that our

test experiment seems to be inconsistent with the training stage.

Table 4.2 – Percentage of personalized queries per user for the test data.

Impact on last day train data

This second aspect of the global impact of personalization focuses on the data for which

we detected high personalization than in the test data: the last day of the training phase.

Remember that we did observe personalization of search results obtained at the last days of

the training phase. These results were collected in exactly the same way as at the testing stage,

but we did not consider the no_history_behavior user during the training phase, as the training

phase was dedicated to the creation of histories. Therefore, we choose search results from the

last day of training and compute RBO between no_click_behavior user and the remaining in-

teractive simulated users, as we did in §4.2.1. The results for each query and user are presented

in figure 4.4. For a better representation, we omit results with an RBO of 1. Thus, out of 48

queries, 14 queries remained in the figure 4.4a) and 20 — in the figure 4.4b).

We see that the average RBO similarity ranges from 0.986 for the first_readability_behavior

down to 0.957 for the first_hon-certified_behavior. These results are already provided in §4.2.1

(see the boxplots of day 7 in figure 4.2 and the last column in the table 4.1). Therefore, we fo-

cus here on exploring whether the certain type of queries are more personalized and how the

ranked lists of URLs differ between personalized results.



(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4 – RBO results calculated for each query (train queries from 7th day – 11.03.20) be-

tween search results from no_click_behavior user and from (a) average_click_behavior,

time_behavior, readability_behavior and (b) first_hon-certified_behavior, first_non-

certified_behavior, complex_hon-certified_behavior, complex_non-certified_behavior.

Figure 4.4 reveals that the most personalized queries are ’how to lower triglycerides’, ’how

to increase testosterone’, uterus and ’white patchiness in the mouth’, ’feeling of fullness with

hiccups with a feeling of a lump in the back of the throat’ with RBO of around 0.67. The first

three queries come from Google Trends. In their ranked lists, either the first URL is rearranged

with the second or third one (as well as one more rearrangement in the bottom of the list), or

new URL is appeared in the top, and the rest elements moves down.

The last two queries contain more than 4 words. Their ranked lists have several elements

from domain books.google.fr. This domain provides dynamical URLs, which are different for

the same web pages. Such differences in results can be avoided by using control users, since
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their results and those from a real user will also have different URLs of this type. But queries

additionally have another differences in the results (such as rearrangement of two URLs) that

makes RBO similarity lower than the noise level and impossible to remove.

Most of the personalized queries have an RBO between 0.95 and 0.90. Their ranked lists

either have the eight URL replaced by new one, or rearrange the two elements in the bottom.

Moreover, we do not find consistent changes in the results according to a given user be-

havior. For instance, readability_behavior user does not get more URLs of web pages with

easy-to-read content.

To sum up, we do not observe measurable personalization at the testing phase based on

the web history. A discussion of this unexpected result, as well as a possible cause, is presented

in the next section.

4.3 Discussion

Results

First, using the test data, we were not able to clearly answer what is the impact of the user

interaction on the search results, since we observe unexpectedly few differences in results.

However, training data suggest that considered user interactions with the SERP create certain

click history (apart from search history) and, presumably therefore, trigger differences in the

search results. At the last day of the training phase the average RBO similarity, computed for

48 queries, ranges from 0.986 down to 0.957 among ISUs. 28.4% of these queries have differ-

ent search results (i.e. RBO not equal to 1).

Second, temporal analysis of the training data indicates that Google Search is changing its

ranking schemes for users with consistent interactive behavior over time. We discovered that

the differences in search results between ISUs tend to slowly increase and become significant

with a longer history of interactions. During the first three days of training, the average per-

centage of queries with RBO 6= 1 does not exceed 20%, while over the past 3 days it ranges

from 28.4% up to 36.8%. Yet, we did not find consistent changes in the results according to a

given user behavior characteristics. That is, Google Search does not seem to change its match-

ing/ranking schemes according to specific user preferences in fresh, easy-to-read or certified

content of the web page.

Third, as these experiments were conducted taking into account all known sources of noise,

we attribute observed differences in the search results to the personalization based on web his-

tory obtained through user interaction with the SERP.

Limitations and future work

The explanation of why train data indicated significant personalization while test data did not

could be due to the following.



For the training we launched several Chrome browsers instances for each ISU. During one

week these browsers, as well as registered Google profiles, were collecting searching and click-

ing history. To start the testing part, we launched new browsers, all having no history. Despite

the fact that simulated users were signed to Google Account and Google Chrome, previous

search history were not synchronised with the new Chrome browser instance (it is related to

Selenium).
It means that we had web history saved in the Chrome browser at the training phase, but not

at the testing phase. In both cases we had search activity saved in Google Account. However,

it seems that these two history are not equal/consistent. Moreover, according to official Google

blog [25], personalization of search results is based on search history, which is linked to the

cookies in the browser.

A longer experiments has to be ran to be sure of observed web search personalization and,

furthermore, it may enable us to see the consistent changes in the results according to certain

user behavior.
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5

Conclusion

In this report, we propose an approach to be able to assess if the three research question related

to the use by Google Search of the search and navigation history of users are validated or not.

These questions are important to study for health related searches, as such searches have a great

impact on the life and health of people.

Our proposal relies mainly on the definition of Interactive Simulated Users that represent

specific user behavior in front of a search engine. These behavior model the query submission

and the visualisation of the SERP and the possible navigation through the results. We use

then these ISU to build users histories according to specific features (reading ability, trust in

document sources or freshness of documents). We are then able to compare, after a training

phase, the results of each users for the same query at a test phase. A large part of the work was

to be able to make the simulated users actually search Google and properly navigate in web

sites. We achieved to run a one week experiment.

Our findings show that, even if some personalization is detected, we are not able to find that

such personalization is consistent with the expected results for a specific user. However, we

were able to check that a personalization occurs when considering navigation history from the

browser and search history from the search engine.

This study opens several questions that need additional work in the future. A first elements

is related to the fact that, as we detected a clear impact of the Chrome web browser history

when used in addition with the search engine history, we did not focus specifically on this

point. It is important to be able to quantify and qualify such impact, so that users know better

what is happening when using Chrome with Google Search. A second point is that many

of the problems we faced are dedicated to avoid automatic login to the Google web search

engine, such securities have highly negative impact on the quality of the research work that

can be achieved on such engine. Gaining experience on these difficulties may help research to

progress.





A

Appendix

Table A.1 – Queries from testing phase.



(a)

(b)

Figure A.1 – RBO results calculated for each query (test queries from 12.03.20) be-

tween search results from no_history_behavior user and from (a) no_click_behavior,

average_click_behavior, time_behavior, readability_behavior or (b) first_hon-

certified_behavior, first_non-certified_behavior, complex_hon-certified_behavior,

complex_non-certified_behavior users.
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(a)

(b)

(c)



(d)

Figure A.2 – Change of search results personalization over time for (a) average_click_behavior,

(b) first_non-certified_behavior, (c) complex_hon-certified_behavior, (d) complex_non-

certified_behavior users.
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